Mi Performance
Guarantees 100%
framework and
project KPI compliance.
The answer to the
Playbook

Mi Performance enables truly digital, end to end KPI
management – from data capture and validation to submission.
Specifically designed for the built environment with pre configured
industry standard templates and fully customisable goals.
Main Contractors can use the platform to drive standardisation and attain
enterprise wide project insight.
Framework providers can eliminate duplicate submissions, ensuring 100%
against contractual terms and undercover previously undiscovered insight.
Asset Owners can use platform to drive consistency and optimise deliver
across their portfolio. All with analytical insight geared towards driving
continuous improvement and value for money.

“It makes KPI compliance
much simpler, ensuring
we capture the right data
at the right time, even
framework reports - so a
win-win for us, SCAPE and
our clients”
Nick Abbey
Framework Director

Platform Benefits
• A single simple to use solution removing administrative burden, from duplication 		
saving time and money
• Structured KPI measurement and reporting ensuring consistency across
projects optimising ways of working
• 100% validation of measures providing total governance, reducing risk of errors 		
and increasing stakeholder confidence
• Differentiated approach from competitors in work winning by offering an improved
customer experience and total transparency
• Data insights provide opportunities to benchmark, optimise process and drive
continuous improvement
• Capture every asset of project delivery not just those requested by the client
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Features
Frameworks Templates

Approval & Validation

Fully Customisable

Pre configured major framework
compliant templates can be
turned as required ensure
standardisation across projects.
Including Scape, SCF, Pagabo,
Procurement Hub, DFE, CCS.
YorBuild2, NEPO, Procure
Partnerships. Home England,
LHC, ESFA, NHS Wales.

Configurable system rules
ensure that data captured
and associated any evidence
can be approved before
being submitted to wider
stakeholders.

Mi Performance can be
totally tailored to your exact
requirements including
branding and specific
language.

Alerts & Warnings

Reporting & Analytics

Permissions

Users can be prompted via email
notifications & pop ups of
upcoming or overdue data
capture, validation review
and submissions.

Not only does the system come
with standard reports based on
best practice but bespoke
scenario based analytics can be
produced to highlight actionable
opportunities to drive continuous
improvement

A powerful permissions model
ensure users only have access
to information they have been
given explicit permissions to
view or edit.

Mi Performance allows measures to be clearly
categorised and captured at key points during
project deliver. Measures can be set to either be
customer or contractor based- ensuring one
solution to meet all requirements.

Our management tools massively reduce any
administrative overhead by providing a single interface
to track, monitor and report on all submissions. No more
email, no more spreadsheet, no more rekeying.
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